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MIIGAIK IS ONE OF THE OLDEST UNIVERSITIES IN RUSSIA (1779)
MIIGAIK TODAY

MIIGAIK is the center of higher surveying education in Russia and the largest educational institution of this type in Europe.

In early 1900–s earth engineering has become one of the key educational profiles of MIIGAIK.

University is actively participating in the exploration of outer space and application of the results of this exploration to science, economy, agriculture, geological prospecting and ecology.

Most of national geodetic, optical services and topographic enterprises of different countries have close and mutually advantageous economic and scientific relations with the University.
INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES OF MIIGAIG

Since 2008 MIIGAiK has started process of integration into European educational field. Introduction of Bologna principles and design of training programmes in line with Bologna is one of the key directions of the University further development. Interaction with European and Russian HEIs within the frames of Erasmus+ programme enabled University to communicate for further developments.

Some of our projects:

- **Independent Quality Assurance model for degree programmes in Russia** (530838-TEMPUS-1-2012-1-RU-TEMPUS-SMGR) - GRANTHOLDER

- **Validation of non-formal/informal learning in Russian higher education** (544405-TEMPUS-1-2013-1-AT-TEMPUS-SMHES).

- **Elaboration of Qualification Framework for Land Management Studies at Russian Universities** (530690-TEMPUS-1-2012-1-PL-TEMPUS-SMHES)

- **Developing Intra- and Entrepreneurial Competences through Entrepreneurship Education and Start-up Consultancy** (BUSEEG-RU-UA) (544202-TEMPUS-1-2013-1-AT-TEMPUS-JPHES)
OUR ROLE IN THE COMPLETE PROJECT

- Analysis of country specific situation (preparation, conduction and assessment of the findings)
- Analysis on the institutional level (preparation, conduction and assessment of the findings)
- Identification of good practice and exploration of their transferability
- Summarizing of the finding and results to reports
- Deduction of the framework for a competence model
- Development of CCED concept, employability model
- Development of trainings, modules, instruments
- Piloting and Establishment of CCED
- Development of dissemination plan for promoting the project and its results
- Developing of the dissemination strategy for CCEDs
- Promotion of CCED
- Creation of dissemination instruments, tool, programs for events, etc.
- Realization of dissemination measures
- Organisation of the final conference
- Project management
- Control and internal coordination of project activities, work and time plan
- Management of the budget
- Providing all necessary documentation and information in terms of finances, content and materials
- Communication
MIIGAIK CAREERE SERVICE

Retraining and Career Center

- monitor the graduates’ placement in order to check the qualification demand and the correspondence of the study programme educational objectives to the educational needs of the labour market;
- deliver careers advice, information and guidance to students and graduates.

Just numbers:
- Professional employment - 99%
- Salary rate – 4th place in Moscow